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Zippo has combined the functional elegance of our flex neck candle lighter with the latest, most convenient technology in the new rechargeable candle lighters. Instead of a butane flame, the new candle lighter unleashes a small but powerful plasma arc to quickly ignite even the lowest burnt candle. After 40+ (approximate) ignitions, the new candle lighter can be easily recharged with the included USB cord.

**Rechargeable Candle Lighters**

- **121573** Rose Gold
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $29.95

- **121650** Pebble
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $29.95

- **121651** Candy Apple Red
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $29.95

**Candle Lighters**

- **40151** Mini Flex Neck Candle Lighter
  - Champagne
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $17.95

  The flexible neck of this Champagne Mini Flex Neck Candle Lighter makes lighting hard-to-reach flame easy by reaching deep into jar candles. This Candle Lighter is easy to use, with an advanced soft-touch ignition system. Made of durable metal, the Mini Flex Neck Candle Lighter features a patented child-resistant safety button. For optimum performance of every Zippo Mini Flex Neck Candle Lighter, we recommend genuine Zippo premium butane fuel.

- **40153** Candle Lighter
  - Brushed Chrome
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $14.95

  The Candle Lighter is easy to use, with an advanced soft-touch ignition system. Made of durable metal, the Candle Lighter features a patented child-resistant safety button. For optimum performance of every Zippo Candle Lighter, we recommend genuine Zippo premium butane fuel.

- **40155** Flex Neck Utility Lighter
  - Silver
  - Stock MOQ: 12
  - Customization MOQ: 30
  - MSRP: $21.95

  Light your way around any obstacle. Its bendable neck, dual flame and all metal construction gives you the power and flexibility to fit into tight spots and flame through stiff winds.

**Imprint methods**:
- Laser and Pad Printing
- Laser Engraving

---

**Rechargeable Candle Lighter**

- **Maximum art work area**
  - Top: 0.55 x 1.57 in
  - Bottom: 0.70 x 1.18 in

**Candle Lighter**

- **Maximum art work area**
  - Top: 0.55 x 1.57 in
  - Bottom: 0.70 x 1.18 in

**Flex Neck Utility Lighter**

- **Maximum art work area**
  - Top: 0.55 x 1.57 in
  - Bottom: 0.70 x 1.18 in

**Impressions may vary**
HeatBank®3 Rechargeable Hand Warmer

Push the button, feel the warmth. These sleek rechargeable heaters radiate up to 3 hours of continuous heat to keep you cozy when the temp drops. It also features an internal power bank and charging port to power up your USB compatible devices wherever you go.

*Minimums cannot be mixed

- Orange: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 24, MSRP: $42.95, UOMAP: $34.35
- Blue: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 24, MSRP: $42.95, UOMAP: $34.35
- Green: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 24, MSRP: $42.95, UOMAP: $34.35
- Orange: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 24, MSRP: $42.95, UOMAP: $34.35
- Blue: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 24, MSRP: $42.95, UOMAP: $34.35

2600 MAH battery
Up to 110°F/45°C
Two sided heat
Auto charging feature
Up to 3 hour run time
High and low heat settings
5V1A USB charging port
LED indicator lights

Includes neck lanyard and charging cable.

HeatBank®9s Rechargeable Hand Warmer

Zippo’s state-of-the-art printing method allows us to imprint multiple spot colors or full-color photographic representations. Spot colors can be matched to PMS colors and used for one, two, or three-color simple logos. Please contact your Zippo Sales Representative for lead times (typically 30 days).

*Minimums cannot be mixed

- Silver: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35
- Silver: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35
- Black: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35
- Black: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35
- Champagne: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35
- Champagne: Stock MOQ: 6, Customization MOQ: 12, MSRP: $62.95, UOMAP: $50.35

5200 MAH battery
Up to 120°F/50°C
Adjustable one or two sided heat
Ergonomic design
Up to 9 hour run time
Six heat settings
LED indicator lights
5V2A micro USB port
5V2A USB charging port

Maximum art work area .944” x 2.755”
Imprint methods: Laser, Pad Printing, and Color Image

While Supplies Last

While Supplies Last
12-Hour Refillable Hand Warmers
Brave the elements. This rugged and refillable hand warmer is the perfect addition to any outdoor enthusiast’s toolkit. With up to 12 hours of consistent warmth and its sleek, pocket-sized design, this dependable and reusable hand warmer goes with you anywhere to help keep your fingers functioning in the coldest of weather.

40334
Black
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $24.95

Maximum art work area 1.74" x 1.17"
Imprint methods: Laser and Pad Printing
Laser finish may vary

40323
High Polish Chrome
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $24.95

Reuseable
Gentle, flameless warmth
Small, sleek design
Easy fill technology

Warming bag and filling cup included with all refillable hand warmers

6-Hour Refillable Hand Warmers
Heat for outdoor adventures. These dependable and reusable pocket-sized furnaces keep you warm from the stadium to the campsite and anywhere in between. And with up to six hours of steady heat you won’t have to miss a minute of outdoor fun. For optimal performance, fill with Zippo lighter or hand warmer fuel.

40322
Pearl
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $19.95

Maximum art work area 1.102" x .984"
Imprint methods: Laser and Pad Printing
Laser finish may vary

40321
High Polish Chrome
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $19.95

While Supplies Last.

40473
Pink
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $19.95

While Supplies Last.

40348
Orange
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $24.95

Gentle, flameless warmth
Durable metal construction

Durable metal construction
Self standing design
Easy fill technology

Warming bag and filling cup included with all refillable hand warmers

40334
Black
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $24.95

Maximum art work area 1.74" x 1.17"
Imprint methods: Laser and Pad Printing
Laser finish may vary

40323
High Polish Chrome
Stock MOQ: 12
Customization MOQ: 30
MSRP: $24.95

Reuseable
Gentle, flameless warmth
Small, sleek design
Easy fill technology

Warming bag and filling cup included with all refillable hand warmers
Custom Wallets

Zippo’s genuine leather wallets store your cash, cards and receipts in secure and sophisticated style with an ample bill compartment, three card slots, ID window and RFID-blocking protection. Available in either Black or Mocha, each bifold wallet features a customizable metal plate for the perfect one-of-a-kind gift.

Additional Charges will apply for customization.

Customizable Metal Plate

Customizable Metal Plate is made and engraved in the USA
Located at the Zippo Headquarters in Bradford, Pennsylvania, the Zippo Design Center offers the ultimate custom design experience with personal access to our in-house artists, exclusive decoration processes and special incentives not available anywhere else!

**Develop your own custom collection.**

Work hand-in-hand with our Design Team to build a unique collection and bring your very own designs to life.

**Explore unique licensing opportunities.**

Peruse our curated assortments of branded lighters not available in any Zippo catalog.

**Join our Exclusivity Program.**

Discover consumer-tested products and take advantage of exclusive Zippo designs and new decorating processes – available only to you and your customers.

**Get a peek behind the curtain.**

Browse our global catalog collections, see new designs in the development stage and shop over 1000 design in our onsite showroom. Plus, meet with our Marketing and Innovation groups to get a glimpse at upcoming projects and contribute your own suggestions!

**Enjoy a factory and museum tour.**

Follow a Zippo windproof lighter’s path from raw material to finished product, followed by a personal tour of the Zippo/Case Museum led by one of our resident experts.

**Be our Guest.**

We’ll cover your travel and lodging expenses when you schedule your in-house Design Center experience. If you can’t make it to Bradford, virtual options are also available with some restrictions.

**Contact your Business Manager for full details.**

---

### Pad Printing

Classic imprinting method in which one or two spot colors are used to transfer ink onto product.

#### Color Swatches

- **CG 121**
- **CG 141**
- **CG 120**
- **CG 124**
- **CG 115**
- **CG 151**
- **CG 131**
- **CG 136**
- **CG 142**
- **CG 122HD**
- **CG 132**
- **CG 77RE**
- **CG 365**
- **CG 360**
- **PMS 425**
- **PMS 662**
- **PMS 668**
- **PMS 1485**
- **PMS 2925**
- **PMS 2577**
- **PMS 5783**
- **PMS 203**
- **PMS 1915**
- **PMS 716**
- **PMS 348**
- **PMS 377**
- **PMS 194**
- **PMS 421**
- **PMS 485**
- **PMS 112**
- **PMS 200**
- **Refex Blue**
Imprint Methods
Methods available to customize Zippo product. 36 pieces MOQ unless otherwise noted.

Signature Custom Imprint Methods
Auto Engrave
The crisp, clean look of auto engraving has become one of the most popular methods of customization. Skilled operators use either rotary engraving or diamond etching to inscribe an image into the product using creative fill patterns. A dimensional effect can be achieved by using directional fill patterns.

Also known as Rotary Engraving or Computer Engraving

Laser Engrave
This state-of-the-art process allows Zippo tremendous flexibility when reproducing your artwork on our products. Our laser engravers are computer programmed to generate a perfect replication of your imprint.

Also known as Laser Mark.

Color Image
State-of-the-art printing method allows Zippo to imprint multiple spots or full-color photographic representations. Spot colors can be matched to PMS colors and used for one, two, or three-color simple logos. Previously known as 4-color process print or LEP.

• Will accept vector artwork files (Adobe Illustrator) in these formats: ai, eps, pdf (provided entire contents of file are vector). Zippo can also imprint artwork in full-color or a photographic representation. Previously known as 4-color process print or LEP.
• Will accept raster artwork files (Adobe Photoshop) no less than 12” wide by 12” high with a resolution of 600 DPI (dots per inch). Any file requiring background isolation must have paths or a layered file with transparent background included.

Premium Custom Imprint Methods
All models below require special handling due to the unique processes and methods on each piece. Several model styles below require minimum quantities, tooling charges, special lead times, as well as specific art files. Contact your Zippo Sales Representative for more information.

Lustre
Zippo’s signature lustre etch method produces an attractive, durable imprint. The artwork is etched into the lighter and plated to a permanent mark. A beautiful contrasting effect is created. Additional charges apply to all MOQ.

Auto Two-Tone
Contrast is achieved when Zippo engravings are in two different depths. Vibrant chrome and brass engraving allows for a “gold and silver” effect.

• Some model restrictions apply
• Art constraints apply
• Available on 205, 205F, 2Q5, 2Q4, 2Q6, 2712, 254B, 254F, 254C, 2450.
• Cannot pass through lid line

Laser Two-Tone
Zippo’s lasers can be programmed utilizing two art depths, creating a unique contrast within the image.

• Some base model restrictions apply
• Cannot pass through lid line

Fusion
A combination of specific pre-determined color palettes and chrome breaks create an iridescent, metallic look.

• Restricted to models 205, 2Q5, 2Q6, 354B, 2Q5, 2450.
• Art constraints apply

Photo Image
The creation or manipulation of photographic images by electronic or digital means. The image is then laser engraved onto many different finish options with pin sharp resolution.

• Model restrictions apply
• Special art requirements/high resolution photo required to be reviewed by the Design Center

Embroid
Image is die struck onto various metal substrates such as brass, aluminum, and pewter.

• Art constraints
• Additional lead times required

Stamping
Image is debossed into the case, creating a 3D design.

• Art constraints
• Tooling charges and minimum quantities may be required

• MOQ: 500pc

Classic Finishes
Field Powder Coat PVD Finish Transparent Powder Antique

Luxury Custom Imprint Methods
All luxury custom orders need to be routed through the Zippo Design Center.

Brite Cut
Limited to Armor® cases, brite cut engraving produces dazzling high and low facets resulting in the dimensional look of a beautiful emblem directly on the surface of the lighter.

MOQ: 50pc

MultiCut
Powerful milling machines engrave deep contoured cuts 360° around the Armor® case leaving a high-end jewelry look. Special processing and finishing apply.

• Armor® case only
• May require additional lead time
• Art restrictions apply

Deep Carve
Graphic is rasterized in state-of-the-art 3D software. A powerful milling machine accurately engraves deep contoured cuts into an Armor® case using many tool sizes, special finish plating.

• Armor® case only
• MOQ: 30pc

Texture Print
Texture printing brings designs to life by creating a textured edge on the surface of the lighter.

• MOQ: 50pc

Photo Image
Laser engraved onto many different metal substrates such as brass, chrome, and classic iridescent, metallic look.

• Art constraints apply
• Additional lead times may be required

Art Styles
Chromed Out
When rendering art, an area of design is opened up to create a unique contrast within the image.

• No additional charge for this method.

Precious Metals
Special handling is needed when engraving precious metals.

• Sterling Silver and Solid Gold
• Limited customization options available

• MOQ: 50pc

Stone Attachment
Zippo designers and engineers continue to develop special-laiden materials and stones to delight Zippo customers.

• Some restrictions apply

Epoxy Inlay
Clear, marbled or solid epoxies can be inlaid into deep cavities by highly skilled artists.

• Armor® case only
• Lid-line and size restrictions apply
• Special engraving can be designed under translucent epoxy for a luxury look

Iced
Zippo’s iced lighters have a glossy, smooth finish with a unique design peaking through the translucent topcoat, creating the effect of looking through a small sheet of ice.

• Design Center in-house visits only
• Art restrictions apply

• MOQ: 50pc

Black Light
Specially formulated ink applied to areas of color take on a bluish glow when exposed to UV black light.

• Design Center in-house visits only
• Currently only offered on Black Matte

Laser/Auto Engrave
Zippo can combine Laser and Auto Engrave processes to achieve a jewelry look.

• Art constraints apply
• Some model restrictions apply
• Engraving can also be done on top of laser area

Laser Fancy Fill
Skilled designers enhance laser engrave by adding variations of directional fill patterns. A 3D effect is achieved throughout this intricate design process.

• Model restrictions apply
• Not available on translucent powder coat or matte finishes
• May require additional lead time
• Standard imprint charges apply

450 Color
The signature windproof lighter can be completely enveloped by full-color graphics with the most intricate and vibrant designs possible.

• Design Center in-house visits only

540 Fusion
540 Fusion seamlessly envelops the lighter on all sides with shimmering, metallic color palettes, combining the hallmarks of both our 540 Color and Fusion processes.

• Design Center in-house visits only
• Art restrictions apply

454 Color
This签名的防风打火机可以完全被卷入由全彩色图形与最复杂的和生动的设计可能。

• Design Center in-house visits only

540 Fusion
540 Fusion无缝地将整个打火机表面完全包覆为金属色系的全彩图案。

• Design Center in-house visits only
• Art restrictions apply

Custom Art • Limited Editions • Exclusive Designs • Signature & Licensed Designs
Special event and/or anniversary designs can be supplied by the customer or created by Zippo artists. Personalization and consecution numbering are available for an additional charge. Designs supplied by Zippo customers can be restricted to others. Must be discussed and approved through the Design Center. Signature and licensed designs must be processed and approved by our licensing department.

Customer must sign an agreement stating they own or have rights to all custom artwork, and will indemnify Zippo for any infringement claim.
**Windproof Lighters**

**Classic Lighter**
- **49475** Metallic Red (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
- **49193** Glow-in-the-Dark Green (MOQ 30) MSRP: $27.95
- **49364** Iridescent (MOQ 30) MSRP: $24.95

**Slim® Lighter**
- **218** Slim® Black Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
- **49452** Flat Grey (MOQ 30) MSRP: $24.95
- **49190** High Polish Rose Gold (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95
- **49181** Mercury Glass (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
- **49265** Slim® Mercury Glass (MOQ 30) MSRP: $24.95
- **49267** Slim® Iridescent (MOQ 30) MSRP: $24.95

**Windproof Lighters**
- **49446** High Polish Blue (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95
- **20494** Slim® High Polish Blue (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95
- **49264** Slim® Mercury Glass (MOQ 30) MSRP: $24.95

**Black Ice® Lighter**
- **49264** Slim® High Polish Black (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95
- **49191** High Polish Teal (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95
- **20493** Slim® Multi Color (MOQ 30) MSRP: $29.95

*Ltd Customization: laser and laser/ auto engrave only (Auto Engrave must be inside the laser)
Windproof Lighters

237 Purple Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
229 Royal Blue Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
239 Navy Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
236 Black Crackle® (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1637 Purple Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1639 Navy Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
236 Black Crackle® (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95

221 Green Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
233 Red Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
231 Orange Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
211 Iron Stone (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1627 Green Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1633 Red Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1630 Slim® Orange Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1631 Slim® Orange Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95

228 White Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
234 White Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
24647 Chrome Arch (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1638 Pink Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
1634 White Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
229 Royal Blue Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95

238 Pink Matte (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
24648 Herringbone Sweep (MOQ 30) MSRP: $22.95
49839 Rustic Bronze* (MOQ 30) MSRP: $39.95
49477 Tumbled Brass (MOQ 30) MSRP: $27.95

- *Ltd Customization: Laser and laser/auto engrave only. Auto Engrave must be inside the laser.
- **100 pc MOQ for Lustre; 6 wk lead time; no samples.
Windproof Lighters

204B Brushed Brass
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $24.95

205 Satin Chrome
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $18.95

207 Street Chrome™
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $17.95

250 High Polish Chrome
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $24.95

254B Brushed Brass
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $24.95

28181 Linen Weave
(MOQ 30)
MSRP: $22.95

142653 Collectors Case
• Holds 8 standard Zippo pocket lighters
• Removable foam tray
• Velcro strap with logo imprint
Case opens to create easel display
Does not include lighters
(MOQ 1)
MSRP: $49.95

142226 Lighter Display Base
Does not include lighters
(MOQ 1)
MSRP: $6.95

142291 Zippo Fuel
Price is subject to change without notice.

3810 Butane Fuel
3½ grams (290 ml)
(MOQ 48)
MSRP: $6.00

3824 Odorized Butane Fuel
3½ grams (290 ml)
(MOQ 48)
MSRP: $6.00

3809 Butane Fuel
42 grams (75 ml)
(MOQ 12)
MSRP: $4.00

3165 Lighter Fuel 12 oz.
(MOQ 24)
MSRP: $7.00

3141 Lighter Fuel 4 oz.
(MOQ 24)
MSRP: $3.50

Zippo Windproof lighters and Handwarmers come empty.
Custom Windproof Lighter Gift Sets

Lighter Pouch Gift Set
Please specify both lighter and pouch to be packed in gift set. Price includes gift set and pouch. Add cost of lighter to price of LPGS.

LPGS
Lighter Pouch Gift Set
Black $18.95
Lighter not included.

LPCB
Lighter Pouch with Clip
Brown $14.95

LPLB
Lighter Pouch with Loop
Brown $14.95

LPTBK
Lighter Pouch with Thumb Notch
Black $14.95

LPCBK
Lighter Pouch with Clip
Black $14.95

LPLBK
Lighter Pouch with Loop
Black $14.95

Lighter Pouch Gift Set

Custom Windproof Lighter Gift Set
Both lighter and pouch to be packed in gift set.

Lighter SRP + $19.95
MOQ 30

Coyote Pouch
OD Green Pouch
Black Pouch

50R
Custom Windproof Lighter, Lighter Fuel & Flint Gift Set
Lighter SRP + $6.75
MOQ 30

50S
Custom Slim® Windproof Lighter, Lighter Fuel & Flint Gift Set
Lighter SRP + $6.75
MOQ 30

BUTANE GIFT SET
Available in USA only.

Immensely and increasingly popular among cigar enthusiasts, our Double Torch Butane Insert now comes in a convenient gift set along with a 16ml can of butane. The packaging accommodates Zippo’s One Box perfectly, so you can add a windproof lighter from your existing inventory – or, order the kit from us already packed with the windproof lighter of your choice (add cost of lighter to price of 52RBDI).

*Note: the Double Torch Butane Insert is not compatible with Slim®, Armor® or 1935 Replica cases. Contact your Zippo Sales Representative for details.

52RBDI
Butane Insert Gift Set
$19.95
Lighter not included

52RBDI
Butane Insert Gift Set
Option with lighter included
Accessory Inserts
An insert for any preference. Customers can swap their traditional Zippo insert with one designed for pipes, cigars or anything in between – or better yet, add them all to their rotation and choose a flame to suit any adventure.

For use with all classic Zippo windproof lighter cases*
*Excludes Slim and 3035 Replica cases | Single and Double Torch Butane inserts are also not compatible with Armor cases

Custom Lighter Insert Co-Packs
Pair a Windproof Lighter with any Zippo insert in a specialty gift box.

Custom Windproof Lighter & Single Torch Insert Co-Pack
Lighter SRP + $16.95
MOQ 30

Custom Windproof Lighter & Double Torch Insert Co-Pack
Lighter SRP + $19.95
MOQ 30

Custom Windproof Lighter & ARC Insert Co-Pack
Lighter SRP + $22.95
MOQ 30

Custom Windproof Lighter & Yellow Flame Butane Insert Co-Pack
Lighter SRP + $19.95
MOQ 30

Gift Sets

49358
Zippo Windproof Lighter and Flask Gift Set
Brushed Chrome Lustre
(MOQ 1)
MSRP: $41.95
UOMAP $35.66

49661
Crown Royal® Zippo Windproof Lighter and Pouch Gift Set
Purple Matte Texture Print
(MOQ 1)
MSRP: $51.95

40406
Zippo Cigar Lover Retrofit Kit Premium Personal Cigar Ashtray and Double Torch Butane Insert
Does not include lighters (MOQ 1)
MSRP: $26.95
UOMAP $22.91

HB 9 & Flashlight Set (MOQ 1)
MSRP: $54.95
UOMAP: $43.95

44037
Candle Gift Set
Rose Gold Candle Lighter
(MOQ 1)
MSRP: $29.95
UOMAP $ 25.46

40351
Ultimate Hand Warmer Gift Set
• Street Chrome Windproof Lighter
• High Polish 6-Hour Rechargeable Hand Warmer
• 4 oz. Hand Warmer Fuel (MOQ 3)
MSRP: $42.95
Welcome to Barber Street.

Introducing Barber St. Candle Co.™ - Zippo’s newest line of candles and accessories. Debuting just in time for holiday gifting, these candles feature our patented odor-masking technology, are rated for a 55-hour burn time and are proudly poured in the USA. Dual wicks and a specialty soy wax blend work in tandem for optimal fragrance throw against malodors while the graduated matte glass vessels and birchwood lids lend subtle sophistication to any décor.

Choose between three crisp and enticing paraben- and phthalate-free scents:
- Fresh Linen
- Clean Shave
- Timber Trail
- Gin & Herb
- Orange Bergamot
- Lemon Lime.

Zippo Spirit Candles

Choose between spirit candle scents of:
- Dark Rum & Oak
- Whiskey & Tobacco
- Bourbon & Spice.

Candle Lighter Gift Sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>MSRP</th>
<th>UOMAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42960</td>
<td>Candy Red RCL &amp; 8 oz Cranberry Mimosa Candle Gift Set</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42961</td>
<td>Rose Gold RCL &amp; 8 oz Champagne Candle Gift Set</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70007</td>
<td>Dark Rum &amp; Oak</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70008</td>
<td>Bourbon &amp; Spice</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70009</td>
<td>Whiskey &amp; Tobacco</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
QUESTIONS?

Please contact us!
You can visit us online at zippo.com/corpgifts
Call us at 814-368-2700
Ask for the Corporate Gift Department

We look forward to working with you!